UPFRONT TOP FUEL ENGINE POWER

lf racing were held in Jurassic Park then a Top Fuel dragster would

be the Tyrannosaurus Rex. Nothing in motorsport comes close to the

sheer brutality and violence that is unleashed when a Top Fuel car

_launches and is propelled down the strip. The performance figures are
startling, to say the least - the average run (over 1000 ft) is completed

in around 3.8 s, with terminal speeds in excess of 320 mph. At the time

of writing, the NHRA record elapsed time (ET) achieved by a Top Fuel

dragster stood at a mind-boggling 3.680 s, set by DSR driver Antron

Brown in August this year, while his fellow DSR racer Spencer Massey

achieved the highest NHRA speed, 332.75 mph, al.so in August.

Running a supercharged 495 cu in VS on a fuel blend of 90%

nitromethane and 10% methanol, these cars are capable of pulling up

to 6 g of acceleration. They will consume more than 13 gallons (60

''Anyone who's watched
one of these beasts
actually run can attest
to the pure visceral thrill
of the experience"

litres) of fuel from the burnout to the end of a run. Nothing eise bears

comparison, and anyone who has watched one of these beasts actually

run can attest to the pure visceral thrill of the experience. However,

one question has always been raised: how much power does a Top
Fuel engine produce? The answer, until now, has been elusive.

Estimating power

Over the years, there have been many efforts to estimate the power

that Top Fuel dragsters develop in order to run the extraordinary times
that are seen on the dragstrip. Until now, the only means by which

horsepower could be estimated was by using mathematical models,

similar to those used throughout racing for performance simulation.

There is not an engine dyno in the world that can restrain the immense

To gain an accurate idea of how much power the current generation

capacity dynamometers max out at around 4000 bhp, weil short of

For example, ET and speed data from various points on the track,

power on tap from a blown, nitro-injected Hemi VS. Even the highest
the previously estimated power of a Top Fuel car. Even if there was a

dyno that could measure the power levels in question, the ferocity of

the power delivery and lightning-fast response of the engine would
probably tear it apart.

of cars possess, it has been necessary to consider a number of factors.
vehicle weight, aerodynamic drag, parasitic power losses and inertia

all need to be accounted for in order to estimate the power needed for
a dragster to run at a specific final ET and speed.

Going back to 1988, it was calculated by engineer Patrick Haie

UPFRONT TOP FUEL ENGINE POWER

HEART OF THE BEAST
Powering the Don Schumacher Racing 'Army'Top Fuel dragster
is a 495 cu in (8120 cc) engine based around the Chrysler Hemi
architecture.This is a classic 90° VB, with pushrod actuation of two
valves per cylinder, with the valves arranged in a hemispherical
combustion chamber, the inlet valves canted inward and the exhaust
valves sloping outwards, creating a 56° included angle, the same as
the original Hemi.
Although referred to as a 'Hemi', beyond basic dimensions, a
modern Top Fuel engine has very little in common with its production
based forebear. For one thing, the heads and block are machined
from aluminium billet, and feature no water jackets for cooling,
allowing for a very strong structure to be created, which is necessary
owing to the extreme combustion pressures when running. The
block encases a billet steel crankshaft, with a 4.5 in (114 mm) stroke
running in five plain bearings, which drives aluminium con rods
topped with three-ring alloy pistons.
The prodigious power of the engine is down to the fuel and
induction system. Running on a nitromethane-methanol mix means
that, compared with gasoline, about eight times the amount of fuel
can be crammed into each cylinder per stroke. The oxygen atoms
in nitromethane (CH3 N02) mean that when combusted, it breaks
down into gaseous products that create large amounts of heat and
pressure, without the need for adding further oxygen to the mix; this
is referred to as anaerobic combustion.
lt is this characteristic of the fuel that means the route to more
. power with a nitro engine is to keep adding fuel. lt should be noted
though that being able to add eight times more fuel to the cylinder
does not equate to eight times the power compared with a similar
gasoline engine, as nitromethane has a Jower thermal energy; it does,
however, effectively double the power output.
Combustion is initiated via spark ignition, but typically only half of
the fuel in the cylinder is burnt before the charge air-fue/ mixture is
spent. After this point, the remaining fue/, which has been heated by
the initial combustion, continues to combust anaerobically, and this
occurs for much of the duration of the combustion stroke.
The nitromethane mixture is injected into the in/et air stream (which
is forced into the engine by a Roots-type supercharger) via no fewer
than 37 injectors, located in the injector hat (which extends above

have very low friction and thus a minimal impact on the rotation of the

the supercharger) and in the supercharger itse/f, the inlet runners and
the heads. Unsurprisingly, the fuel pump used to supply the nitro is as
outlandish as the rest of the engine, with the mechanical gear pump
capable of delivering more than 100 gallons per minute. The fuel line
from the tank to the pump has a diameter similar to the coolant hoses
found on more mundane machinery.
Although the Roots-type blower is by no means the most efficient
type of supercharger, the use of more effective high-helix or centrifugal
blowers is not permitted by the regu/ations. Roots blowers work most
efficiently at relatively Jow pressure ratios, and the impact on charge
pressure of the volume of fuel in the inlet is considerable. On launch,
manifold pressure will be at about 4.0 bar absolute, but by the end of
the run the increased volume of fuel in the manifold will cause this to
exceed 5.0 bar.
While the sight of aTop Fuel dragster launching may appear to be
little short of an explosion, it is in fact a carefully controlled event,
with the crew chief being responsib/e for finely balancing a host of
tuning parameters. This involves increasing or decreasing fuel delivery,
increasing or decreasing ignition timing, and c/utch operation, to put
exactly the right amount of power to the rear wheels to match the track
conditions at the time of the run. Fuel delivery and ignition timing are
controlled through a combination of electronic timers and analogue
va/ves in the fuel system (closed-loop control is not permitted), and
the clutch (there is no conventional gearbox) is a six-plate unit with a
combination of a pneumatic release bearing and weighted 'fingers' to
govern Jock-up.
As the car Jaunches down the track, the pneumatic release bearing,
which is also controlled by a timer, begins to lock the clutch up. Once
the bearing is fully released, the initial clutch pressure is controlled by a
number of primary clutch arms, which are weighted levers that increase
the clamping pressure of the clutch as engine rpm rises. After the first
second or so of a run, a second set of levers comes into play, further
increasing the clamping load on the c/utch pack unit until engine rpm
reaches a point where the clutch is fully locked up.
The art of the crew chief is in finding the right rate at which to lock
the clutch up, while deploying the maximum amount of power possible
without uncontrolled tyre slip occurring (a Top Fuel tyre is in a constant
state of controlled slip during a run).

The race weekend itself was a successful one for DSR, with the

shaft. By being able to seal the sensor element in this housing, it could

Army-sponsored car to which the sensor would be fitted making it to

also be effectively isolated from outside pollutants.

the final before driverTony Schumacher was beaten by fellow DSR

Monschein notes, "In applications where we have run these sensors

racer Antron Brown.This was despite the event almost becoming a

before, the sensor is simply mounted on a ring around the shaft being

washout, with torrential rain lashing the US eastern seaboard and

measured, or on a bracket above the shaft. But for this installation, the

preventing any serious running until Saturday afternoon. The delayed

dust coming out of the clutch meant we would have to clean it between

schedule had a knock-on effect on the planned test running on the

every run or it could start failing during a run. So that was our main

Monday, with the sportsman classes needing to complete their finals

concern."The mounting of the sensor/bearing unit is straightforward,

on the Monday morning.

using a simple yet rigid bracket to attach it to the chassis.

The results

As it was, DSR was able to lay down only one definitive pass during
the late-morning test session, before the NHRA Safety Safari team left
with its track prep equipment, negating the benefit of any further passes.

As the AVL sensor had not at the time of this initial deployment been

To explain, the track is prepped using a machine that rolls rubber onto

approved for competition by the NHRA, the only time it could be run

the surface, with the NHRA's and track owner's machines using different

was during track testing, when teams can run non-approved parts.The

rubber compounds.Tony Schumacher attempted a second run but

test chosen for the sensor's debut was set for the day after the NHRA's

shook the tyres off the line, meaning no meaningful power numbers

Keystone Nationals at the Maple Grove Raceway in Pennsylvania, a

could be recorded. Fortunately though, one run was all that was needed

round of the NHRA's championship drag racing series.

to validate the sensor installation and prove it was working correctly.

